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Reuters eikon guide

Thomson Reuters Ikon includes Datastream with Voldescop. Datastream includes historical, global coverage of stocks, indices, stock markets, derivatives, commodities, futures, currencies, options, bond markets, exchange rates, corporate finance, and economic data. The database is updated daily, and historical stock information goes back to 1973, though coverage varies
across countries and content types. Our subscription also includes financial statement data from Worldscope for non-US. Company. Computer requirements view computer requirements recommended for Refinitiv Eikon. Computer system requirements and network testing ensure your computer and network meet the requirements for the installation and implementation of Refinitiv
Eikon. Test Execution Thomson Reuters Ikon includes Datastream with Voldescop. Datastream includes historical, global coverage of stocks, indices, stock markets, derivatives, commodities, futures, currencies, options, bond markets, exchange rates, corporate finance, and economic data. The database is updated daily, and historical stock information goes back to 1973, though
coverage varies across countries and content types. Our subscription also includes financial statement data from Worldscope for non-US. Company. Where to access: There is a station dedicated to this database in the AUD library. Please make an appointment by emailing library services, you may also contact us +971-4-3183-183 How to access: Login to the work station with
your AUD credentials (same blackboard) by clicking on the text file (white icon) to access the username and password. Click on the Eikon icon of the working library assistant in circulation to enter the username and password to enter you. The AUD library has one access at a time to this database, in other words the database cannot be used simultaneously or remotely, so we
appreciate if you plan ahead, appointments and access the database in place. Desktop has an icon for Thomson Reuters Excel. Use Excel add-in when applying time series. In Excel, use the Build formula to define your time series. Search Tips (Courtesy of Emory Libraries &amp; Information Technology) Short Video Courses Eikon short video courses: Get Started, and Market
Segments commodities, equity, fixed income and more (Note: short course videos are free; you must enter your name and Emory email to access). Report a problem if you are facing a technical problem accessing this database, please let us know.
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